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R65-2943
Kreative Kraft Make Up 

Set
12 x 12 x 12 cm

THREE HEARTS MAKEUP SET Super cute three-tier makeup box with lots of 
fun colors to dress up with friends or prepare for a big party. The make-up set 

for girls is the perfect cosmetic set for role play. 
67

20NTDM007 Dinosaur Advent Calander 43.4 x 33 x 5.6 cm

24 Advent calendar Dino accessories: The boys advent calendar contains 24 
accessories: 16 dinosaurs, 8 accessories and 1 play mat toys for children. 
Increase the anticipation of Christmas thanks to this fantastic children's 

Advent calendar. We won't spoil all the fun! Let your child open a new door 
every day to reveal amazing toy dinosaurs.

2749

FRI-XP20 Friends Jigsaws 1000 pcs 73 x 48 x 0.03 cm

Puzzle 1000 pieces: the Friends puzzle for adults consists of 1000 pieces and 
measures 48 cm x 73 cm. The classic puzzle is printed in high quality and 

shows one of the most famous Friends pictures. The puzzle pieces are of the 
best quality and durable.

1416
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FRI-XP38
Friends 4 jigsaws 250 

pieces each
 73 x 48 x 0.03 cm

4 in 1 puzzle friends: the Friends children's puzzle includes 4 different classic 
puzzles (each 24 cm x 36.5 cm) consisting of 250 pieces. The high-quality 

puzzles for children feature iconic scenes from the Friends TV series.
1152

BB776-N2 Bubble Mower 25 x 17 x 16 cm

Child-friendly bubbles machine – Our soap bubbles lawn mower has been 
developed with your child's safety in mind. It is made of durable and reliable 
materials and comes with a safe bubble solution. Watch your children have a 

lot of fun with this soap bubble machine!

1825

PMI-AU-9308-FF Among Us 3 toy pack 16.2 x 12.9 x 4.2 cm

AMONG US GAMING FIGURES TO COLLECT Among Us action figure sets with a 
random selection: pack of 3 x collectible figures pack of 8 x deluxe toy figures 

(8 x characters, 5 x mini accessories + 1 x keychain) pack of 5 x Among Us 
keyrings official Among Us toy - pay attention to the Toikido logo. Total there 

are 16 Among Us toy figures to collect per figure. Great gift for gamer and 
Great collectable toy

996

8205


